SWEP launches high-efficiency condenser and
evaporator for reversible heat pump systems
SWEP has launched its FI22AS high-efficiency condenser and
evaporator!
This heat exchanger has been designed to meet the rapidly
increasing demand for environmentally friendly residential heat
pumps with high efficiency, low refrigerant charge, low water
pressure drop and high asymmetry grade.

Find out more

Now, the industry is undergoing a major technology shift, with synthetic refrigerants being
replaced with new environmentally friendly natural refrigerants as part of the drive to reduce
global warming impact. SWEP is closely following the markets in which we operate to
understand the refrigerant trends for different applications.
Read more

SWEP launches new eCommerce &
Customer Portal!
On May 9th SWEP launched a new eCommerce &
Customer Portal which is a big step in SWEP’s
digitalization ambition to better serve our
customers and to introduce an improved way of
doing business easy and efficiently with us.
It is a modern portal with several new features and
functionalities. We want to offer our customers
more than just an eBusiness site for placing
orders; we want to offer a complete eCommerce &
Customer Portal!

Learn more

Sustainable heat transfer for Data
Centers
With a constant need for new Data Centers
around the world, energy usage will equally
increase. Data centers are expected to
double and alone consume more than 2% of
global energy by 2030.

With efficient cooling and heat recovery solutions together with space reductions it’s possible to
greatly reduce both energy consumption and operational costs. SWEP's brazed plate heat
exchangers are ideal for chiller applications, both as evaporator, condenser, and economizer.

Watch the film

We are pleased to announce the
winners of the SWEP Environmental
Award!
At SWEP, we work every single day to
improve our impact on the world. We
believe our future rests on giving more
energy than we take – from our planet and
our people. That’s why we pour our energy
into leading the conversion to sustainable
energy usage in heat transfer.
For over three decades, the SWEP brand has become synonymous with challenging
efficiency. So, this year for Earth Day we recognize some of the environmental investments
that our innovative team members have contributed during 2021. It’s wonderful to see the
initiatives taken in different parts of the organization to contribute to our common
environmental goals.
Read more

Absolicon solar park heat up Härnösand
Absolicon Solar Collector, a pioneer in the
development of sustainable technology, is
involved in the development of Sweden’s
largest district heating system based on solar
concentrating technology. The Högslätten
solar thermal park in Härnösand is being built
by Absolicon in collaboration with the Swedish
Energy Agency and is the first large capacity
solar-powered district heating plant in Sweden
for 20 years.
SWEP is involved in the overall project through the provision of our high-capacity B649
brazed plate heat exchangers (BPHEs). The power of these units provides the potential to
build larger and more cost-effective energy transfer stations with output capacity far higher
than what has been possible in the past.

Read the full case story
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